A representation of symmetry transformations motivated by the functional formulation of quantum field theory is rigorously discussed in a functional Hilbert space. The set of generating functionals is equipped with an inner product by means of the Friedrichs-Shapiro-integral and completed to an Hilbert space. Unitarity, continuity, and reducibility are investigated for the symmetry operations in this space. Also non-unitary transformations are considered.
Introduction
The present paper is concerned with a kind of group representation in functional Hilbert space, which is motivated by quantum field theory. It has been proved advantageous to transcribe the non linear field equations into linear equations for the generating functionals of the time-ordered expecta tion values1,2. For this purpose it is not necessary to add an external source to the interaction-term, but one has only to be aware, that the fields are operator-valued functionals and thus their expecta tion values are numerical functionals 3. Let and makes only use of the representation U(g) in the test function space.
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1 J. S c h w i n g e r , Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. 37, 452 [1951] . where jO) denotes the vacuum and T means timeordering. Assuming the time-ordered products to de termine the theory completely %ß(j) contains all the physical information of the state |ß).
The map (1.1) not only transforms the field equation into a functional equation but also the symmetry relations for X P into corresponding trans formations in functional space. Let G be a symmetry group and V (£>) ; q e G, a representation of G in the test function space, then
n v ( e ) f l~v ( e ) v ( i ) u -' (e)
(i-2) expresses the invariance of the theory against G, when U(g) are (anti-) unitary operators in the space of the physical states ^ B ). The transition into func tional space gives
•&-*(e) w u )U ( s ) } \ B )= zBw * ( g ) j ) ,
Let us emphasize that at the present stage of quantum field theory neither ¥ (j) nor the statespace are given in a constructive way. In an ur-field theory 4 it is just the purpose of the theory to cal culate the physical states j B). If it is possible to introduce a suitable scalar product in functional space, allowing beside other things unitary represen-tations of the fundamental symmetry groups, one can treat the whole theory in the functional space alone without any reference to the field-theoretic Hilbert space. The solutions of the functional equa tion can then be identified by applying the infinite simal group-generators on them, giving now the index B of %n{j) the meaning of a complete set of quantum numbers. That is the point of view for mulated in 5, where it is also shown that the relevant symmetry transformations really commute with T, which is needed for the derivation of (1.3).
In Chapter 2 we untertake to construct a func tional scalar-product in terms of the FriedrichsShapiro integral. As integration space serves a real Hilbert space of commuting test functions. That cor responds to the field theory of an Hermitian Boson field operator. The assumption, that the field ope rator be Hermitian is no restriction in generality, since any field theory can be formulated by means of an Hermitian field operator6' 7. More delicate is the assumption that the test functions be elements of an Hilbert space. If the basic group would be com pact, as is, e. g., the rotation group, the test func tion space could be chosen -by means of weighted invariant scalar products -"small" enough to al low algebraic singularities in the dual space. Thus, the Schwarz space S' can be written as the infinite intersection of always shrinking Hilbert spaces equipped with rotational-invariant scalar products. The dual S' admits algebraic singularities of arbi trary order. Our requirement allows only a finite intersection of Hilbert spaces and thus only algebra ic singularities up to a fixed order in the dual space. But this would be sufficient for a renormalizable field theory. Much more complications arise if the fundamental group is non-compact as is the Lorentz group.
In our construction of the functional scalar pro duct it is avoided to define a ö-additive measure on the infinite-dimensional test function space. Integra tion is merely a linear functional on the space of all generating functionals. Nevertheless, this linear functional is written in measure-theoretic notation, thus expressing explicitly which measures on the finite-dimensional sub-spaces of the test function space correspond to this linear functional. If one 5 H. S t u m p f , K. S c h e e r e r , and H. G. M X r t l , Symmetry
Conditions on Nonlinear Spinor Field Functionals, to be published in Z. Naturforsch. wants the transformation (1.3) to be unitary if U (o) is orthogonal, only Gaussian measures need to be taken into account. Having in this way intro duced the scalarproduct an orthonormal basis is provided by the Hermite-polynomials. The transi tion from polynomials to Hermite-polynomials can be achieved by a functional integral-transformation R, which plays an important role in subsequent in vestigations. An alternative realisation of the func tional Hilbert space, which is identical with the al gebraic construction of 8, corresponds in some way to the Lebesgue measure. It is unitary equivalent to the former space.
In Chapter 3 the transformation (1.3) is analyz ed without any roundabout way through the fieldtheoretic Hilbert space. Consequently, (1.3) is con sidered as defining an operator-function 7i(U), which maps an operator U acting in the test function space into the operator
acting in the functional Hilbert space. Continuity, unitarity, reducibility, behaviour under the R-transformation, and the *-homomorphism-property are rigorously discussed in terms of the FriedrichsShapiro integration theory.
This paper provides also the mathematical foun dations for the investigation of the infinitesimal group-generators and the observables in functional Hilbert space, which is carried through in Part II of the present work. There are also drawn certain physical conclusions, and it is shown how a nonHermitian field theory fits into the developed frame work.
The Hilbert Space of Square-integrable Functionals
Let us consider the set of all complex-valued func tionals %(j) over the real Hilbert space !Hr 3 /. Roughly speaking, a functional is a function of in finitely many variables, and one might try to define a functional integral by infinitely iterated integra tion. In any way, such an integral constitutes a linear functional £[X] on the set of functionals %. Only this aspect of the functional integral is relevant for defining a scalar product in the set of functio nals, not the question, if it can be written in terms of a o-additive measure on 7ir , which indeed gives rise to some complications.
The infinitely iterated integral has to be con sidered as the limit of finite-dimensional integrals. Therefore, we at first deal with those functionals, which correspond to functions of finitely many vari ables in a properly chosen basis-system 9) 10 of !Hr .
Definition 2.1: A functional %(j) is called tame, if there is a projection Qn on a finite-dimensional subspace J4( rn) c J l r so that %(Qnj ) = 2 (/') for all j e J^r. One then says that % (j) is based on When %(j) is based on !H( rw ) it is clearly also based on each larger space o . Given a tame functional based on we choose such an orthonormal basis {e"};L of 7Jr that {e,.}" is a basis of !H( rn) and define the function
where xv = (ev, j ) .
Suppose now there is given for each n a measure jun on Rn. Then it is suggested by itself to define for the tame functional %{j) the functional integral through
provided that the r.h.s. exists. To make sure, that (2.2) is independent of the subspace on which % is considered to be based, the jun have to satisfy a compatibility condition 9, p. III-4. The requirement, that the jun be invariant against all rotations in Rn, singles out from the set of al compatible measures the Gaussian measures defined by
The Lebesgue-measures d ln : = J7" dz,-(2.4) l-l are also rotational-invariant, but they are not com patible. Nevertheless, we shall show later on that they may be used in some sense to define a func tional integral, too. For the moment we consider only the Gaussian measures and for simplicity set c= 1. From now on (2.2) is specialized to be
At this stage the question arises: in how far does (2.2') depend on our special choice of the basis {er}? If we consider a second orthonormal basis {ev} and the corresponding sequence of projections {Qn}, where Qn projects on the space spanned by {e"}i, it may happen that % (Q nj) 4=^(/) for all n, inspite of the fact that %(j) is a tame functional.
Does now E[%(Qn j ) ] tend to E [Z (j) ] for n -> oo ?
The affirmative answer is given by a basic theorem of Friedrichs and Shapiro, which we communicate in its strongest version 9, p. V-8.
Proposition 2.1: Let {ev} and {e"} be two ortho normal basis-systems of and {Qn} and {Qn} the corresponding sequences of projections. Then for each tame functional %(j) holds
where %{Qnj) and %{Qmj) -after having chosen an orthonormal system in Qn'HrVJQm'Hr -are to be replaced by their corresponding functions in the sense of (2.1) depending of at most n + m variables.
To draw some immediate conclusions of (2.5) we specialize the one basis {ev} in such way that Z (Q n j) =£(/) for all n > n0. Observing that the constant unit-functional 1 is integrabel with respect to dyn we deduce from the Schwartz-inequality Relation (2.6) establishes the complete basis-independence of the linear functional £[2!], and we are thus allowed to introduce the basis-free shorthand-notation.
which reminds us of the form which £[2] takes on finite-dimensional subspaces. Let ' M be the algebra of all bounded, continuous, tame functionals, i. e., JVl consists of those tame func tionals, which are associated with bounded, continuous functions. On 7\ i we introduce the bilinear form 2 .8 ) and define
(2 .9 )
The bilinear form (2.8) evidently has all properties of an inner product, especially | | X | | = 0 implies that X = 0 because of the continuity of %.
Definition 2.2:
The completion of JA with re spect to the norm (2.9) is called the Hilbert space of square-integrable functionals and denoted by £ 20Hr, ?').
As a consequence of the fact that the integration space J~lr has infinite dimension there are elements in £ 2(H r, }') which cannot be represented as (strict) functionals. Nevertheless, we call each element of £ 20K , y ) a square-integrable functional. Conver sely, it may happen, that a sequence of tame func tionals converges for each j £ J j r without converging in the norm 11. vertheless, are square-integable. For (/,;') we have, e.g.,
where {e,.}r is a basis of the at most two-dimensional subspace on which (/,/') is based.
Without entering into details let us communicate The set K = {k, k <oo} is countable and may be a statement which results directly from a theorem ordered in some way or the other. We define
of S e g a l 12, p. 120. Proposition 2.2: Let {e,,} be an orthonormal ba sis in !Hr , then P{e,.} is dense in JC2 (J~lr,y) .
Because of Pd P{e,.}, P is also dense in £ 2(!Hr, y). Since the dense set P{e,.} is spanned by the countTo enumerate the monomials in ?{e,,} we consider able set {^{ k ,j), k e K } the functional Hilbert the set K consisting of all sequences {&,.} = k, where space £ 2(Hr, y) is separable.
The sequence {$]${k,j), k e K } is not orthonor mal. In order to construct an orthonormal basis in £ 2(!Hr,}') we study the functional integral-operator the A,, are nonnegative integers which fulfill 
[To get holomorphic polynomials we should take care that the complex test functions where (ev,j) = xv, (ev, h ) = yv, and the integral-reappear always in the right place of (/",;); cf. also presentation of the Hermite polynomials 13 H ekf{xv) Part II.] We get now for our monomials (A:, /') leads to the last identity.
Proof: Orthonormality follows from (2.13) immediately by the orthonormality of the Hermite poly nomials 13, p. 106, i. e.,
To show the completeness it is sufficient to prove that RP{e,}, which is by definition spanned by the (k ,j), is dense in £,2(TlT,y). Since the l£)(k,j) are itself polynomials, we have R P{e,.} cP{er}. Using a formula of the Gauss-transformation 13, p. 185,
14)
The integral-operator R 1 is evidently defined on P. Let us introduce for every complex a the dilatation 
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The preceding Chapter provides us with the mathematical setting necessary to investigate the operatorfunction [ * ( * 0 £ ] (/') =n(U) £ ( / ) = Z (U +j), (3 .1 ) where U is an operator in J lr of a rather general kind. Of course, we have to assume that V is defined on a dense domain D c J-[r, which is necessary and sufficient that U+ exists. Then n(U) is defined on all tame functionals %(j) based on a subspace c D and for which %(U+ j) is square-integrable. For, let
i n Qm = 2 e/<(eA 15 ') project on Jj(m ) then fi = 1 II Qm U+ j || = || I e j e , , U+ j) || ^ (I || U e j ) || j n = l n=\ so that Qm U+ is bounded and can be extended to the whole of . Thus %(U+ j) = %{Qm U+ j) has mean ing for all j, how small the domain of U+ ever may be.
Assuming the range of U\ to be contained in the domain of U % we have the homorphism-property a(P, ty %(j)-zm vt j) =*(iy zm n »«/,> zw.
0.2)
An important case is that U is orthogonal. ________________________________________________ Remark: C^is dense in £2 (Hr,y), since it con tains the dense set Pd .
We are now able to announce
Proposition 3.2: Let Vt be a one-parametric, weakly continuous operator function defined to gether with the adjoint operators Ut on the com mon, dense domain D c!H r . T hen7z(E/*) is strongly continuous on Cd -
Proof: Without restriction of generality we as sume U0 = Uq = 1 and only investigate continuity at £ = 0. Since Ut is weakly continuous it is also Ut. Since Qm U( is bounded the equality of the matrix-elements is sufficient for the equality of the operators, thus,
Qm Ut =Qm Ut Qm'
proving %{QmUt j) to be tame and based on . 
where we have again to justify the interchangeability of the n-and J-limit. Since
we may reduce this expressions to the case (ß) after having replaced the single factors in the two scalar products by © ( /) . Thus, the n-limit in (iv) is uni-form in t and we may invert the order of the limits in (iv) arriving at lim (7i(Ut)% n (U t)Z) = (Z,Z) . 
t->o t-+ o
Since V is bounded TC^(Ut) is continuous, too.
Let us summarize these results into
Proposition 3.4: The operator-funotions tc( Z7) resp. t :x(U) are strongly continuous *-homomorphisms with respect to operator-multiplication and Hermitian conjugation.
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